SCP Advisory Committee

Minutes, June 9, 2005

Present: V. Graham, E. McCracken, A. Tarango, J. Riemer (Chair), B. Culbertson, L. Hsiung, C. McEwan, P. French (recorder).

1. Minutes from May 9 – approved and finalized.

2. Further Discussion on the 793 $g Document:
   
   Discussed the latest draft dated June 6 and agreed to the following changes:
   
   - change the title to: **Using 793 $g to Code Status of E-Serial Content**
   - remove "freely available" from $a for Open Access because it is redundant
   - use subfield p to code package names that are subsets of another package
   - code DOAJ as: $a Open access resource; selected by UC libraries. $p DOAJ
   - add a subfield g to each 793 field
   - code CalDocs as: $a Open access resource; selected by UC libraries. $p CalDocs online journals

   John will revise and redistribute the document. After asking the Acquisitions Common Interest Group (ACIG) to review it, he will send it to HOTS as an FYI with a memo that describes SCP’s plans for implementation and redistribution of records. He will also post it to the SCP website.

3. Forthcoming DOAJ records based on CUFTS machine-generated records:

   SCP proposes to use the record set available from CUFTS to speed cataloging of the remaining DOAJ titles. SCP has added the CUFTS records to ROGER and will use them as preliminary records. They will then use the ISSN to search and complete the cataloging in OCLC using bibpurls for the URL. SCP plans to send out the preliminary records to campuses soon and redistribute the full records later.

4. Possible Use of Dublin Core metadata derived on behalf of Readex by Stanford for the US Congressional serial set: deferred until next meeting

5. General SCP update from Becky and Adolfo:

   Becky received responses from campuses indicating agreement to classify the Early American Newspapers under AN. The proposal for map
Cataloging project was reviewed by the JSC and will be sent back to the UC map bibliographers for refinement. The SCP presentation for Merced is scheduled for Friday, July 15.

- **Cataloging-related highlights of April 25 HOTS meeting:** deferred until next meeting
- **Initial work of the SOPAG Bibliographic Services Task Force:**
  
  The Task Force has begun work intensively. It has sent a request to HOTS to have campuses create a diagram which describes local bibliographic input streams and system relationships.

- **FRBR Workshop highlights from May 2-4 at OCLC:** deferred until next meeting.
- **Announcements:**

  Link resolver services planning meeting in Oakland, June 13.

  SOPAG ERM TF review of RFP responses in Oakland, July 11-12.

10. **Next meeting** to be scheduled after ALA.